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Optimize and protect your investment

Today’s metal recycling operations are under increasing pressure to improve production levels while controlling costs and 

maintaining the safest working environment possible. As with any processing plant, the key to achieving these goals is an 

optimized equipment system.

This is where ESCO’s comprehensive product offering and application professionals can deliver results that are unmatched in the 

industry. In addition to offering a complete line of performance shredder wear parts, ESCO’s dedicated staff of recycling engineers 

and sales professionals can help insure scrap processors yield optimal productivity and profitability from their shredder wear parts.
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ESCO® is the one proven source

There are many manufacturers that provide wear part parts for the metal recycling industry.  Only ESCO can provide a full suite of 

wear part solutions with designs and alloys that provide maximum productivity and lower the cost-per-ton of sellable product.

Our options for performance wear parts for metal recycling are shown in the following chart. No other company can match the 

strength and reliability of ESCO’s field-proven designs.

GREATER THROUGHPUT. 

REDUCED MAINTENANCE. 

IMPROVED DENSITY.

Only ESCO specializes in full 

mill optimization

• Complete technical evaluation by ESCO’s scrap 

recycling professionals

• Advanced product and engineering experience  

is utilized to address production issues and  

maximize efficiency

Structural Abrasion Resistant

Hammers   

Grates  

Structural  

Liners   

Rotor Caps   

ESCO
®
 Recycling Wear Part Solutions

Product Manganese
Low Alloy

Differentially Heat Treated
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ESCO® Recycling hammers

ESCO Manganese hammers

Our comprehensive offering of replacement hammers 

for all popular machines are field-proven for durability 

and performance. ESCO hammers are available in OEM 

versions and enhanced designs that provide the lowest 

cost-per-ton.

ESCO weight-efficient hammers

To lower cost-per-ton, ESCO developed a variety of weight-efficient 

hammer profiles that improve wear metal utilization while minimizing 

throw-away weight. Our patented, innovative hammer profiles help 

operations significantly reduce wear-part costs without compromising 

productivity or reliability.

Less total weight with increased 

wear metal where it counts!

$37K
Savings per year for a typical 

mega-shredder

Machine Size  Typical Standard Hammer ESCO Stepped Hammer Weight Difference
98 in 582 lbs 535 lbs 47 lbs

122 in 1052 lbs 980 lbs 72 lbs

ESCO® Weight-Efficient Hammers
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ESCO® Recycling hammers

ESCO DHT hammers

A proprietary chemistry and heat treatment optimize material properties in 

ESCO’s differentially heat treated (DHT) hammers. The working end approaches 

600 BHN for excellent abrasion resistance while the softer pin-eye area lowers 

pin wear and increases reliability. ESCO DHT hammers are an ideal option for 

applications where manganese hammers don’t adequately work harden.

ESCO low-alloy hammers

In addition to its line of manganese hammers, ESCO also offers hammers in a 

variety of low alloy options designed to meet the requirements of light-to-medium 

scrap mix applications.  ESCO’s low alloy hammers utilize ESCO proprietary steels 

for best-in-class abrasion resistance and toughness to deliver excellent wear-life and 

reliability for a lower cost-per-ton produced.

Hardness

350 BHN 600 BHN

ESCO DHT

ESCO low alloy

Manganese

TOTAL TONS PRODUCED IN LIGHT TO MODERATE SCRAP MIX HAMMER CHANGES
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ESCO® Recycling hammers

ESCO DynaForce™ hammers

The unique asymmetrical design of the DynaForce hammer adjusts its position as loads vary to more efficiently process the scrap. 

The hammer has more mass in the wear area that generates higher impacts throughout its life. A great option for applications 

where other profiles fail to perform.

6° Unloaded position Standard load condition

Increasing load condition Heavy load condition

The patented design outperforms 

conventional hammer profiles

• Increased tons-per-hour processed with less power consumption

• More effective material separation and improved wear life

• Lower costs and reduced maintenance
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ESCO® Curve™ pin eye

Recycling hammers with the Curve pin eye are a field-proven design that stabilizes rotation and work-hardens the centerline of the 

hammer into a more reliable profile. When manganese work-hardens on conventional profiles, the resulting material flow typically 

forms a sharp edge outside the pin eye where it is subject to cracking that leads to catastrophic hammer failure.

The patented Curve pin eye design limits work-hardening material flow to a smooth radius that significantly reduces the chance 

of cracking and also concentrates the work hardening to the pin-eye centerline. The result is increased wear life, reduced pin eye 

stretching and lower overall cost-per-ton.

Curve pin eye

Worn conventional  

pin eye

Sharp profile

Worn curve 

pin eye

Rounded profile
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ESCO® weight-efficient double grates

We offer premium recycling grates in both OEM and double grate versions. However, ESCO highly recommends upgrading any 

recycling application to weight-efficient double grates. ESCO double grates improve any mill’s productivity over OEM versions.

Competitor single grate ESCO Double grate

13% Reduction in  
installation weight

Increase performance  

of any ESCO Hammer

ESCO double grates

• Deliver the lowest cost-per-ton and increase site safety

• Significantly increases the grate assembly open area

• Available in inline, offset and hybrid opening configurations

• More weight efficient and stronger than traditional single grates

2,280 in2  
Total open area

3,000 in2
  

Total open area

Reduction in  
installation weight32%

MORE TONS OF HIGHER 

QUALITY OUTPUT

Increase in  
open area
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ESCO® recycling structurals and liners

Metal recycling is one of the most demanding applications for machines and their wear components. ESCO grates, liners and other 

structural products were developed to provide maximum equipment protection and are considered among the best in the industry. 

ESCO’s reputation for tough steels and optimal designs ensures scrap processing machinery will perform at peak levels month 

after month, year after year.

ESCO Recycling rotor caps

ESCO offers a wide variety of spider rotor caps and end 

disc caps to fit all styles of shredders. The rotor caps are 

available in full helmet, two pin position and T-cap styles. 

Disc caps are available in U-shape and fully capped styles 

for maximum end disc protection. All designs are enhanced 

over OEM versions and are cast in a variety of low-alloy 

steels for strength and durability.
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ESCO® feed roll teeth and drums

ESCO feed roll tooth system

The ESCO DFR tooth system provides a long lasting and easy-to-replace point 

featuring a reliable hammerless lock for improved site safety. The point profile is 

designed to penetrate the feed material for maximum traction. Once installed on 

any conventional drum, tooth replacement takes a fraction of the time over standard 

welded wear bar-style teeth for significantly reduced maintenance expense.

ESCO feed roll drum assemblies

ESCO feed roll drum assemblies utilize ESCO’s 

patented tooth system. Combined with precision 

manufacturing, our drums provide operators with 

excellent gripping strength to control material 

feed and eliminate costly and time consuming 

maintenance over welded wear bar styles.

ESCO reverse engineering

Should ESCO not have a required wear-part in its catalog, 

ESCO offers 3D laser scanning in the field for any parts on 

the ground. ESCO engineering can use the data to quickly 

design a replacement part. In many cases we can work 

with customers to optimize the design to improve wear 

life, weight efficiency and reliability.
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SAFETY IS OUR FOCUS

“Increased system life and reliability 
reduces required maintenance cycles 

for a safer work environment.”

1in4

Almost half while handling materials

Accidents occur  
during maintenance
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